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How to: Use the Class
string

C

Experience shows that it is impossible to design the perfect string. People’s taste, expectations,
and needs differ too much for that. So, the standard library string isn’t ideal. I would have
made some design decisions differently, and so would you.
Bjarne Stroustrup
The C++ Programming Language, Third Edition, p. 579
“I’m a frayed knot”
A string going into a bar for the third time
An old string joke

C.1 The Class string
The standard C++ string class is imported into client programs using:
#include<string>

It’s possible you’ll be programming in C++ using an older compiler that doesn’t support
the standard class, or that you’ll be using a different string class, that is, the class
apstring that is part of the Advanced Placement Computer Science C++ classes. A
class tstring is provided with this book as a replacement for the standard class. It is
identical to the class apstring except that the constant identifying an illegal position
is tstring::npos instead of the global constant npos used in apstring.
The standard class string is better than a simple encapsulation of the C-style
string which is a zero-terminated array of characters. The class string is actually a
typedef for a templated class. The template makes it possible to change more easily
to an alphabet with more characters than can be represented by a char value. The type
char typically limits an alphabet to 128 or 256 different characters. I won’t discuss
the templated class basic_string. See one of the more advanced books on C++ for
details, such as [Str97]. I will outline some of the member functions that you may find
useful in writing programs. For information on all the string functions consult the
header file <string> or a C++ reference.

C.1.1 Basic Operations
Strings can be read, written, assigned, copied, and compared using relational operators.
The relational operators compare using lexicographical order, which is alphabetical
order except that the underlying character set’s ordinal values are used. This means that
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in an ASCII environment the string "Zebra" comes before the string "aardvark"
because the ASCII value of the character ‘Z’ is 90 while the value of ‘a’ is 97.
Some string implementations may use efficient implementation techniques such as
reference counting to share storage, but you can think of strings as working like the
built-in types: assignment works as you should expect it to.
string a = "hello";
string b = a;
// b constructed as copy of a
b[0] = ’j’;
// a still represents "hello"

As this example shows, individual characters are accessed using the indexing bracket
operator [].
There is no range-checking; an index that is greater than
s.length()-1, the largest valid index, or less than zero, the smallest valid index, will
be processed silently and almost certainly lead to an error later. The class tstring,
like apstring, does do range-checking for the indexing operator. The standard class
supports at which does do range-checking:
string s = "hello";
s[30] = ’x’;
// problem eventually, bad index
s.at(30) = ’x’;
// error, exception thrown

Characters are indexing beginning with zero, the last valid index is s.length()-1 as
we’ve noted. The function length returns the number of characters in the string which
is one larger than the largest valid index because the first character has index zero.

C.1.2 Conversion to/from C-style Strings
Many C++ functions pre-date the C++ standard; other functions are written to be used
with C-style strings. The method string::c_str() returns a C-style string equivalent to a string. We use this method extensively in opening text files.
string filename = "c:\\data\\hamlet.txt";
ifstream input(filename.c_str());
// open file

A string can also be constructed from a C-style string. This is how strings are constructed
from string literals since a string literal is treated as a C-style string.
string s = "hello world"; // construct string(const char *)

Some of the useful C-style functions such as atoi and atof have equivalents in the
library of string free functions from strutils.h, Program G.8. See How to G for details.

C.2 String Member Functions
C.2.1 Adding Characters or Strings
In this book we use overloaded operator += and operator + extensively for
appending characters to a string and concatenating strings, respectively.
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string c = ’a’;
// no good, cannot construct from char
string s = "hello";
string t = " world";
string u = "el";
u += "ephant";
// ok, u = "elephant"
u += ’s’;
// ok to append char, u = "elephants"
string v = s + t; // ok, v = "hello world"
v = ’t’ + s;
// no good, can’t concatenate to a char
v = string("") + ’t’ + s; // ok, join char to string

As shown, it’s not possible to concatenate a string to a char, but it is possible to concatenate
a char to a string. To guard against errors, there is no string constructor from one char,
this is why concatenation of strings to chars doesn’t work. It is possible, however, to
concatenate a char to a string as shown in the examples above.
It’s also possible to add a string (or a string literal/C-style string) at a given position/index using the method string::insert. The local copy below is needed
because the parameters are const.
string Fullname(const string& first, const string& last)
// post: returns fullname, e.g., first + last
{
// return first + " " + last;
string copy(last);
copy.insert(0," ");
// copy is now " " + last
copy.insert(0,first); // copy is now first + " " + last
return copy;
}

C.2.2 Using Substrings
A substring can be extracted from a string using the method string::substr().
Substrings are specified using a starting index/position and the number of characters in
the substring. The number of characters is optional.
string string::substr(int index = 0, int n = npos) const;
// post: return substring of n characters starting at index

The method substr “does the right thing” when too many characters are specified—
only as many as are available are returned. On the other hand, if the starting position is
out of range an error occurs. Program C.1 shows the substr method used together with
other string methods we discuss in the next section. The function prototype above shows
default values for both parameters, but the first argument is almost always provided.
The method string::replace, also shown in Program C.1, uses a position and
a length to replace a substring of characters in a string.
string& string::replace(int index, int n, const string& s);
// post: replace n chars beginning at index with s,
//
return result
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Thus substr reads (a copy of) part of a string and replace writes a part of a string.
Both functions use as many characters as specified by the optional second parameter,
but don’t generate an error if there are fewer characters in the string than specified.
Program C.1 stringdemo.cpp
#include <iostream>
#include <string>
using namespace std;
int main()
{
string s = "I sing the body electric";
cout << s << endl;
cout << s.substr(2,4) << endl;
cout << s.substr(s.find("electric")−5) << endl << endl;
string copy(s);
int bodyPos = copy.find("body");
copy.replace(bodyPos,copy.length(),"blues");
cout << copy << endl << endl;
cout << "search for chars/strings" << endl;
cout << "first e at " << s.find('e') << endl;
cout << "last e at " << s.rfind('e') << endl;
cout << "first z at " << s.find('z') << endl;
cout << "space after body "
<< s.find(" ", bodyPos) << endl;
return 0;

stringdemo.cpp

}

O UT P UT
prompt> stringdemo
I sing the body electric
sing
body electric
I sing the blues
search for chars
first e at 9
last e at 18
first z at 4294967295
space after body at 15
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C.2.3 Finding (Sub)strings and Characters
The string member functions find and rfind return the index in a string at which
another string or character begins. If the searched-for value isn’t found, the functions
return string::npos. As the output shows, this is the largest positive value for an
index. Your programs should not rely on string::npos having any particular value.
The functions find and rfind come in many flavors. We’ll only use the basic
versions though these have an optional second argument indicating at what index the
search begins as shown in Program C.1.
int string::find(const string& s, int loc = 0) const;
// post: return position/index of first location of s
//
starting search at index loc,
//
return npos if not found
int string::find(char ch, int loc = 0) const;
// post: as above, search for character ch
int string::rfind(const string& s, int loc = 0) const;
// post: return position/index of first location of s
//
starting search at index loc, searching backwards
//
return npos if not found
int string::rfind(char ch, int loc = 0) const;
// post: as above, search for character ch backwards

Although we’ve used the type int for all indexes, the type size_type is actually used
in all string member functions. In nearly every implementation this will be the same
as size_t, an unsigned int or some other unsigned integer type, such as long.
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